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Your first step into the world of LAN switching

	
    No LAN switching experience required

    
	
    Includes clear and easily understood explanations

    
	
    Makes learning easy

    


Your first step to LAN switching begins here!

	
    Learn local-area network (LAN) key concepts and terminology

    
	
    Identify key issues involved with designing and managing a  switched LAN

    
	
    Answer the question: do I need a hub, a bridge, or a  switch?

    


Welcome to the world of LAN switching!

Network switches work by connecting network paths together and  making intelligent decisions about moving traffic in a network. By keeping track  of changes in the network, switches reduce congestion and improve speed.

No LAN switching experience needed!

>LAN Switching First-Step> explains the basics of LAN  switching in easy-to-grasp language that all of us can understand. This book  takes you on a guided tour of the key concepts behind how bridges and switches  work. Whether you are looking to take your first step into a career in  networking or are interested in just gaining a conversational knowledge of the  technology, this book is for you!
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UML 2.0 in Action: A project-based tutorial: A detailed and practical walk-through showing how to apply UML to real world development projectsPackt Publishing, 2005
Most books about UML describe it almost in its entirety. Inevitably you're left with only a superficial knowledge of the range of UML elements, without a deep and intuitive understanding of how to apply UML as a whole to real world design problems. This book doesn't set out to cover all of UML, but instead pulls together those parts of UML with...
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Microsoft Encyclopedia of Networking (with CD-ROM)Microsoft Press, 2000
Welcome to the Microsoft Encyclopedia of Networking, a survey of computer  networking concepts, technologies, and services. This work is intended to be a  comprehensive, accurate, and timely resource for students, system engineers,  network administrators, IT implementers, and computing professionals from all  walks of life. Before I outline its...
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Encyclopedia of Espionage, Intelligence and SecurityGale, 2003
In composing The Encyclopedia of Espionage, Intelligence, and Security (EEIS), our goal was to shape a modern encyclopedia offering immediate value to our intended readers by emphasizing matters of espionage, intelligence, and security most frequently in the news.

EEIS is not intended as a classical “spy book,” filled with...
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Greece in the Making, 1200-479 BC (Routledge History of the Ancient World)Routledge, 2009

	Greece in the Making 1200–479 BC is an accessible and comprehensive account of Greek history from the end of the Bronze Age to the Classical Period. The first edition of this book broke new ground by acknowledging that, barring a small number of archaic poems and inscriptions, the majority of our literary evidence for...
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Airplane Flight Dynamics and Automatic Flight Controls: Part 2Darcorporation, 2003

	In this two-part textbook, methods are presented for analysis and synthesis of the steady state
	and perturbed state (open and closed loop) stability and control of fixed wing aircraft.
	Part I contains Chapters 1-6 and Appendices A-D. Part II contains Chapters 7-12 as well
	as Appendix E.


	The book is aimed at junior, senior and...
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Vaccinology: Principles and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Covering all aspects of vaccine research and development in one volume, this authoritative resource takes a comprehensive and systematic approach to the science of vaccinology focusing not only on basic science, but also on the many stages required to commercialize and navigate the regulatory requirements for human application, both in the...
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